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                 Converts
More Leads with
Fisherman Websites

 



 

ChowNow, a leader in the online ordering space, continues to deliver on its mission to help
local restaurants thrive. Their commission-free online ordering solutions empower business
owners to increase profitability, serve more customers, and focus on their offline work.

OVERVIEW

A functioning website is a prerequisite for the successful implementation of ChowNow’s
direct online ordering systems. Without a simple website solution, ChowNow was seeing
prospects they had worked hard to acquire fall through the cracks right at the finish line. 

They previously tried recommending build-it-yourself website solutions or design agencies,
but these conversations led to a much longer timeline and lost deals.

Websites became a barrier to entry as low-cost solutions were generally difficult to use and
did not drive sufficient online ordering traffic.

ChowNow often comes
across restaurant prospects
that would love to use their
branded ordering systems but
don’t have a website to
support it. After partnering
with Fisherman, their
prospects can get up and
running with a modern
website and online ordering
within days.

CHALLENGE



As ChowNow was looking for ways to help close more deals faster, they came across
Fisherman. Our ability to deliver modern, mobile-friendly websites in minutes was a game-
changer for their sales process and client satisfaction. 

Our direct line of communication, SEO best practices, and product expertise help us deliver
powerful website solutions quickly, giving clients an online ecosystem that is easy to
manage. 

Within 3 months, the average prospect that works with Fisherman sees their online page
views go from 0 to nearly 600 and average order volume grows to over $2,300 per month. 

 

OUR APPROACH



 

Fisherman creates preview website, sends preview site link via
email to prospect and ChowNow rep and follows up with phone
call to prospect to review site. Prospect approves preview site and
enters payment information

Prospect starts generating online orders through the
ChowNow platform directly from their website

ChowNow rep speaks to a prospect in need of a website,
passes contact information to Fisherman

Prospect’s website goes live on custom domain with integrated
ChowNow online ordering link

TIMELINE

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4

OUR APPROACH



Fisherman helps my clients take their restaurant operation online literally the same
day. They're extremely fast, efficient, and truly care about the people that they
work with. I have introduced dozens of restaurants to Fisherman and have always
had a very seamless experience. My clients love them because they're easy to work
with, have a great product that suits a restaurant's needs, and they're always
there when you need them." 
- David Corcos, ChowNow Lead Account Executive

 

The ChowNow mission to help restaurants thrive, combined with Fisherman's mission to
help local small business owners take their storefront online with no effort, is a perfect
pairing. The process of creating a new website and enabling online ordering has never been
easier. 

Now prospects can connect with ChowNow, and if they need a website they can easily
partner with Fisherman to see a preview of their new website in minutes. This partnership
has simplified their decision to go with ChowNow by not having to search for a separate
website solution.

Our low-cost website offering helps improve client’s digital footprint and drive a measurable
increase in traffic to their online ordering site, allowing them to focus on their business.

SUMMARY


